
The larger part of Pierre Viret’s correspondence had already been published either in the Calvin opera, Herminjard’s Correspondance des réformateurs, or in Barnaud’s Quelques lettres inédits de Pierre Viret. Now the remaining twenty percent have found their capable editor in Michael Bruening. The chronological register in the back of this book gives an overview of all of Viret’s correspondence providing for each of the 759 letters archival locations, publication details for the original text or translation, the incipit, and – if necessary – corrections and additions.

The 155 letters edited here date from 1541 to 1565, fifty of them are addressed to Viret, the rest is authored by him. They expand our knowledge of his life, family, and work. We can follow him from Lausanne, via Geneva to Nîmes and Lyon. The letters inform about the progress, difficulties, and conflicts in the city and classe of Lausanne, and during the last few years, about developments in France. Apparently, Viret is glad to report the steadily growing number of participants in the Lord’s Supper and the growth of the Lausanne Academy.

More than half of these letters were exchanged between Viret and Guillaume Farel. This will make it possible now to value the
better the mutual friendship they had apart from their shared friendship with John Calvin. These letters contain the usual news and rumors regarding the Council of Trent, the reformation in Frisia, developments in Germany, their publications, etc. Other important correspondents of Viret in this edition are the magistrates and ministers of Bern, the ministers of Lausanne, Rudolph Gwalther, and Heinrich Bullinger. As can be expected, these letters shed light on several key issues then in dispute: Eucharistic theology, predestination, the role of the secular magistrate especially of Bern, and ecclesiastical discipline. Eventually the debates about predestination and ecclesiastical discipline – to which the 25 letters in the Appendix are related – led to the banishment of Viret from Bernese territory.

For this edition of Viret’s correspondence Bruening mainly follows the editorial principles of the new edition of Calvin’s works and letters. The Latin letters are prefaced by an English summary, however not the letters in French. The line numbering is lacking too. However, for all letters footnotes provide a wealth of detailed information by identifying persons, explaining relationships and the important historical facts mentioned. Sometimes they provide corrections to literature; references to archival sources are included as well. The short biographical notice in the front of the book is helpfully referenced to the edited letters.

In almost every publication, some minor points can be criticized. The handful of tiny typographical errors is not worth mentioning. Sometimes one could wish for more fully elaborated Biblical allusions. Footnotes occasionally come too late. For example in note 4 to Ep. 152 Bruening informs the reader about the fact that Gwalther understood French, though this was already apparent from Ep. 23 on p. 129. The index fully lists personal and geographical names as well as titles of books. Unfortunately, it includes only a few keywords. For example, «marriage» has no entry, but compare Ep. 75. Going through this edition one soon gets the impression that the deacons mentioned hold an office different from the Genevan deacons, but more like the reformed deacons in mid-sixteenth-century France. However, the index contains no relevant entry and one has to wait for clarification until p. 484.
This last example shows how this edition can make us the better aware of the fact that the reformation in the Pays de Vaud, however intimately connected to Genevan theology it may have been, is not identical to the Genevan reformation, nor are Pierre Viret’s ideas regarding church order to John Calvin’s. Michael Bruening has served us very well with his excellent addition to the ongoing publication of the correspondence of Swiss reformers. One can only hope that these resources will once be fully searchable in something like an integrated Swiss Reformation Letter database on the internet.
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